Dynamic Change of Fecal Calprotectin in Very Low Birth Weight Infants during the First Month of Life
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Introduction

Necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) is the leading cause of mortality and morbidity from gastrointestinal disease in preterm neonates [1], and often occurs in the first 4 postnatal weeks [2]. The high incidence of NEC in premature infants with very low birth weight (VLBW; birth weight <1,500 g) [3], the lack of a specific clinical presentation, and the lack of a reliable biomarker underscores the need for a reliable, valid and accurate test for early diagnosis, which could reduce the morbidity and mortality of infants affected by NEC. A specific and reliable marker could provide early diagnosis and intervention for infants with true NEC, prevent other infants without NEC from receiving unnecessary treatment and prolonged cessation of enteral feedings, and provide a marker to monitor the response to NEC treatment.

Calprotectin, a calcium- and zinc-binding protein, constitutes approximately 60% of the cytosolic protein of...
neutrophils, monocytes and macrophages [4]. Fecal calprotectin (FC) concentration positively and strongly correlates with fecal excretion of $^{111}$In-labeled granulocytes [5] and inflammatory bowel disease activity determined by histological and endoscopic evaluation [6]. FC levels have been used as an accurate marker of inflammatory bowel disease in both adults and children to assess disease activity [7, 8], but the diagnostic accuracy is higher in children [7]. In contrast, FC levels are not increased in infants with infantile colic or functional abdominal pain [8]. An age-dependent variation in FC levels has been found in children [9], with higher FC levels noted in newborns including healthy full-term [8–10], preterm [11] and VLBW infants [12]. FC was found to present in the first passed meconium in neonates [13] and increased in infants with NEC [12, 14].

Existing studies of FC in neonates are based on a single stool sample [10, 11, 13, 14], which did not account for the clinical condition of the infant, and there are sparse data regarding the normal range for FC levels in preterm infants. In addition, it is not known how FC levels change in preterm infants during the first month of life when most cases of NEC present [2]. Also unknown is whether FC levels change in response to changes in an infant’s clinical status, as occurs with systemic infection, feeding intolerance, NEC, and treatment for NEC. Because FC level is elevated in old children with inflammation of the bowel, we hypothesized that FC levels might be a useful marker of the severity of gastrointestinal illnesses, such as NEC, and the response to treatment of such illnesses in VLBW infants. In this pilot study we serially measured FC levels daily or every other day under various clinical conditions from 14 VLBW infants to identify a normal baseline level of FC and to observe the dynamic change of FC levels over the first month of postnatal life. If the study results support FC’s association with gastrointestinal illnesses and recovery, FC should be further assessed as a possible tool to diagnose NEC and assess recovery of NEC.

**Materials and Methods**

**Patients**

This prospective pilot study was approved by the Duke University Medical Center Institutional Review Board and carried out from February to May 2006. The study enrolled 14 VLBW infants consecutively born in Duke University Medical Center and admitted to Duke Neonatal Intensive Care Nursery after obtaining informed consent from the parent. Infants with congenital anomalies and those who were moribund were excluded from this study. Demographics, Apgar scores, daily feeding regimen, respiratory support, antibiotic use, laboratory and x-ray results, and maternal information for enrolled infants were recorded. Infants were classified as ‘sick’ if they underwent an evaluation for sepsis, required treatment with antibiotics or vasopressors, had feedings withheld, or required increased respiratory support.

**Sample Collection and FC Assay**

All stool samples were collected from enrolled infants during the first month of life. The data and time of each collection were recorded. All stool samples were stored at –20°C before analysis. According to the availability of stool samples collected, the FC level was measured every other day or at least twice each week to determine the baseline level of FC during the infants’ not sick period; otherwise in infants treated for suspected or proven infection, or exhibiting signs of gastrointestinal illness, FC levels were measured daily or from every consecutive stool sample to assess the dynamic change of the FC level during the infants’ sick and recovery period. FC levels were measured using PhiCal Test ELISA kit (Eurospital, Trieste, Italy; distributed by Genova Diagnostics Inc., Ashville, N.C., USA) following the manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, about 40–60 mg feces was used to extract FC from each stool sample. Duplicate supernatants containing FC were assayed. Results are reported as mean ± SD in μg/g stool.

**Statistical Analysis**

We used univariate analyses to determine the effect of gestational age (GA) at birth, day of life, feeding volume (ml/kg/day), type of feeding (maternal breast milk vs. hydrolyzed formula), and the clinical condition of the infant (sick vs. not sick) on FC levels. We incorporated GA at birth, day of life, feeding volume, and the clinical condition of the infants in a multivariate model to predict the FC level. Because there were several extremely high FC levels, the FC levels were transformed by taking the natural logarithm of FC levels for use in the uni- and multivariate models. This prevented undue influence from extreme FC observations. Observations used for this analysis were independent across patients but not within patients as we took multiple samples from individual patients. Robust variance estimates were used to account for the lack of independence of observations within patients to produce conservative estimates for p values. Stata 8.2 (College Station, Tex., USA) was used for the analyses. Reported p values are two-tailed; p values <0.05 were considered significant.

**Results**

Fourteen VLBW infants were consecutively enrolled in this study from February to May 2006. Mean GA was 26.6 ± 2.1 weeks (range 23–30 weeks) and mean birth weight was 982.1 ± 289.4 g (range 630–1,500 g). There were 8 male, 6 female, 9 black and 5 white infants. Among the 14 infants, 2 were enrolled late, 4 were withdrawn early including 3 transferred to other hospitals and 1 death, and 8 completed the study. The maternal conditions included the 8 mothers with preterm laboring, 3 with prolonged rupture of membrane, 4 with preeclampsia, 1 with placental abruption, and 1 with hypertension.
and oligohydramnios. The delivery modes were 9 cesarean section and 5 spontaneous vaginal deliveries.

A total of 211 stool samples were collected, of which 114 were analyzed. Stool samples were selected for FC level determination to provide one sample each day for infants classified as 'sick' and one sample each day or every other day for infants classified as 'not sick', depending on the availability of stool samples collected. If an infant had multiple stool samples within 24 h, the sample closer to the end of the 24-hour period was selected as the daily sample.

The mean FC level from the 114 stool samples was 190.6 ± 189.1 µg/g stool (range 33.9–951.1 µg/g stool). FC levels were not related to GA (p = 0.255) or feedings of maternal breast milk versus hydrolyzed formula (p = 0.257). The FC level tended to decrease with increasing age (p = 0.121) and feeding volumes (p = 0.179), but these relationships were not statistically significant.

Dynamic Change of FC levels differed between infants classified as 'not sick' and as 'sick' (122.8 ± 98.9 vs. 380.4 ± 246.3 µg/g stool, p < 0.001) based on their clinical conditions (fig. 1). Increases in FC levels were observed in response to systemic/gastrointestinal infections or stress, and the magnitude of increase depended on the severity of infection or stress. Moderately increased FC (>350 µg/g stool) was observed in 3 infants with minor infection or stress such as urinary tract infection, feeding intolerance and patent ductus arteriosus ligation (fig. 2), while greater elevations of FC (>350 µg/g stool) were noted in 5 infants with major gastrointestinal manifestations such as bloody stool, bowel perforation, distended abdomen with hypotension and upper gastrointestinal contrast study (fig. 3).

In all sick infants, FC levels decreased over time with treatments or recovery (fig. 2, 3).
Discussion

The primary findings in this pilot study were that FC levels were not related to the GA at birth in VLBW infants and that in preterm infants FC levels rose around the time of initial signs of gastrointestinal illness and decreased as these signs were treated and resolved. Although no infants had NEC based on radiological findings, the FC levels were greater (>350 μg/g stool) among those with NEC-like symptoms or direct gastrointestinal injury/stress (such as bloody stool, bowel perforation and surgery, gastrointestinal contrast study), or with other conditions (such as severe hypotension and acidosis) which could significantly affect the permeability of the gastrointestinal mucosa. Lower FC levels (<350 μg/g stool) were seen in minor infection (such as urinary tract infection, skin abscess), feeding intolerance, or after minor surgery with elevated white blood cells. The elevated FC levels in all 8 infants dropped after treatments and/or recovery. FC levels appear related to systemic infection/inflammation or stress and recovery suggesting that FC is not a specific marker for diagnosing NEC. Our results suggest that FC levels could be used to indicate the severity of the gastrointestinal inflammation process and monitor the response to treatment. The rapidity of the decrease of FC levels during the recovery period of a gastrointestinal illness might be useful for deciding when to begin feeds and stop antibiotics.

As compared to term infants, the more immature of premature infants are, the more intestinal mucosa permeable is, which may lead to inflammation as neutrophils migrate into the gut lumen [15, 16]. A gradual decrease in permeability may explain our observation that FC levels tended to decrease with increasing age.

Enteral feeding of even small volumes promotes intestinal maturity in preterm infants [17–19] and can increase gastrointestinal motility and function [20, 21], promote lactose digestion and decrease intestinal permeability [18]. In agreement with others [17–19], we observed that FC levels tend to decrease with increasing enteral feeding volume during the first month of postnatal life. We found no difference in the FC levels of infants fed maternal breast milk versus hydrolyzed formula. Similarly, Campeotto et al. [10] did not detect an influence of the type of feedings on FC levels.

Biomarkers are most useful to clinicians when the sensitivity and specificity are high. Several groups have reported that term and preterm infants have a wide range and higher average FC levels [8, 10, 11, 13, 14] than healthy adults (≈50 μg/g stool [22]). Similar to previous reports, we found a wide range and high average level of FC (190.6 ± 189.1 μg/g stool) from 114 stool samples of 14 VLBW infants. However, unlike the results from single stool samples, we serially measured FC levels daily or every other day to correlate the FC levels with infants’ clinical status. After grouping the FC measurements according to the infants’ clinical condition, FC levels in the samples from infants during their ‘not sick’ period were significantly lower than those from infants during their ‘sick’ period (fig. 1). When the FC level was ≤100 μg/g stool, the probability of an infant being sick was 2%. The likelihood of an infant being sick increased from 32% when the FC level was between 101 and 300 μg/g stool to 74% when the FC level was >300 μg/g stool.

It seems that FC might be a sensitive marker for gastrointestinal inflammatory conditions including NEC, as reported previously [12, 14]. Josefsson et al. [12] found FC levels most dramatically elevated in VLBW infants diagnosed with NEC in comparison with those in reference VLBW infants with suspicion of NEC who had significantly increased FC levels as well. Carroll et al. [14] also found that the postdiagnosis FC level was significantly higher in infants with NEC compared to controls. However, the above studies did not provide any follow-up measurements of FC levels to monitor the response of NEC to treatment or examine the changes in FC levels for NEC versus other gastrointestinal manifestations.

We observed 4 VLBW infants who were clinically well, but had significantly elevated FC levels (300–600 μg/g stool) in two meconium stool samples. This dropped to ≈100 μg/g stool by the end of the first week and continually decreased during the second week (data not shown). The mothers of the 4 infants presented conditions of prolonged rupture of membrane, cerclage placement with preeclampsia, and hypertension and oligohydramnios. Similarly, Josefsson et al. [12] reported a significant decrease in FC levels from week 0 (median 332 μg/g) to week 1 (median 190 μg/g) in VLBW infants. This suggested that maternal conditions may affect infants’ FC levels after birth.

The major limitations of this pilot study are related to the small sample size, the limited observation period that may have not been long enough to cover the late-onset NEC occurring after the first month of life and lack of defined NEC cases. In addition, this pilot study limited the infants fed with only either maternal breast milk or hydrolysate formula which is not a common practice and thus our results might not apply to other formulas used for VLBW infants.
In summary, VLBW infants had a wide range and higher than normal adult average level of FC. Higher FC levels were observed in infants with gastrointestinal injury or infection compared to other minor systemic infection or stress, and FC levels decreased as these illnesses resolved. Based on this pilot study with serial measurements of FC levels, we speculate that FC may be useful as an indicator for the presence and severity of NEC and the response to treatment. FC should be studied in a larger cohort of infants with an adequate incidence of NEC to assess its predictive value.
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